ABSTRACT The theory of complex networks has been studied extensively since its inception. However, until now, the impact of the node-type distributions is related to network topology and cannot be evaluated independently. In this paper, a network structure is modeled via an adjacency matrix (network topology) and a set of node type distribution vectors. Three specific issues that need to be considered for node type distributions in smart grid testing and planning are summarized in this paper. First, a set of metrics are proposed and defined to evaluate the impact of node-type distributions on network performance independently. Second, another metric named the generation distribution factor is proposed to evaluate the distribution of generation buses resulting from the specific function and purpose of power grids and by considering the distribution of load buses as given conditions. Third, another metric, i.e., the power supply redundancy metric based on entropy, is proposed to evaluate the inequality of load in power supply. Finally, a discrimination factor is defined to ensure the overall evaluation and comparison of different networks is made for this inequality. All proposed metrics can be applied to the IEEE-30, IEEE-118, IEEE-300 bus systems, as well as Italian power grid components. The simulation results indicate that the IEEE-118 system has the best node type distribution and minimum discrimination; the Italian system has the worst node-type distribution and most serious discrimination of load power supply.
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I. INTRODUCTION
After examining studies on the significance of small-world and scale-free characteristics in complex network models [1] , [2] , complex networks have been considered a promising direction when analyzing and evaluating networking issues and networked infrastructure systems. Network performance may be greatly influenced by corresponding network structures [3] - [7] . Furthermore, to estimate the average performance of a network, a concept of global efficiency was proposed by considering the average distance of the shortest path between any couple of nodes. This was then further applied for some typical networked systems [8] - [12] . However, in all pure topological models, every element of each node and edge are considered unweighted and nondirectional. Therefore, many heterogeneous factors, such as line capacity and impedance, are neglected by pure topological analysis; the heterogeneous environment may have called a different result and may have a negative impact on the corresponding results. Therefore, a set of new metrics including net-ability [13] , [14] , entropic degree [15] and electrical betweenness [16] were proposed for power grids extended topological models by taking into account these heterogeneous factors.
Recently, complex networks have been further applied for testing or planning Smart Grids. In [17] , researchers proposed a method that automatically generates testing networks for smart grids. The influence of impedance distribution was considered in this model, but the distributions of node types were not addressed. In [18] , a topological planning tool for upgrading conventional distribution networks has been put forward. In their model, a random sample of the nodes in the network (40% of the nodes whose half represents source nodes and the other half represents destination nodes) was evaluated. Therefore, the node type distribution was considered a random factor that was not an influential element to be specially analyzed. The network topology of South Korea power grids was analyzed in [19] , only distribution of load nodes was generally discussed, no specific method was suggested. On the contrary, allocation of generation nodes was discussed in [20] with given network topology and load nodes. But the definition of community modularity and cascading failure models were not consistent with the physical rules of the power system. In [21] , the generation/load layout was considered an independent topological factor. The resulting analysis emphasizes on the comparison of centralized or distributed power generation; but no appropriate metric was proposed. In [22] , [23] , the nodes can be classified into source nodes and sink nodes, but their impact of distribution was not assessed independently.
Therefore, in summary, in the most existing research studies, node type distributions were considered inseparable from the network topology. However, due to constraints in investment and land supply, existing network topology structures are not possible to be significantly extended or changed. But the loads and energy sources, especially renewable energy sources, are expected highly developed in the future. Therefore, the generation/load layout may be an important but independent factor to be considered by the planners, and promising for real applications in smart grid planning and testing. Since the distributions were correlated with evaluation of network topologies, and has not been effectively analyzed as independent factor; this event can happen in both power grids and other complex network fields. Consequently, this paper is aimed at unraveling it from network topology and evaluates its independent impact on network performance. We summarize three major issues for the node type distribution:
(1). To evaluate the impact of generation/load layout that is independent from network topology. This issue has been discussed but not appropriately addressed in [21] .
(2). To ensure optimal siting of generation nodes with given network topology and distribution loads. This issue was considered, but not fully justified in [20] . (3) . To analyze the impact of load node distribution on power supply performance, the issue was partly mentioned, but not comprehensively modeled in [19] .
In this paper, we address these three main issues by three types of metrics as a comprehensive analyzing framework. In section II, a network structure is defined via a network topology (adjacency matrix) and node type distribution vectors. The two methods are related by independent factors. In section III, a set of metrics are proposed and defined for estimating the independent impacts of generation/load layout VOLUME 7, 2019 on network performance. Moreover, in section IV, the load node distributions are given as conditions and another metric named the generation distribution factor metric (GDFM) is proposed to evaluate the distribution of generation nodes. In section V, when generation node distribution is provided, the load nodes will have unequal power supply service and security. Therefore, another metric named the power supply redundancy, based on entropy, is proposed to evaluate this inequality. A brand-new concept of load discrimination is proposed. In section VI, all proposed metrics are tested by the IEEE-30, IEEE-118, IEEE-300 bus systems and an Italian power grid. Simulation results are shown and discussed in this section. Conclusions are drawn in section VII. Figure 1 is an intuitive explanation of network topology and node type distribution. Case (a) is the network topology in terms of interconnecting relations between 4 nodes and 5 lines. Case (b) and (c) are examples of different node type distributions (generation and load at 4 and 1, or at 3 and 2) with the same network topology. In previous studies, node type distributions were considered inseparable from network topology. They were correlated in the model definition and evaluated in both power grids and other complex network fields. No specific method to distinguish node type distribution based on the network topology was ever proposed and no specific analyzing method to quantitatively evaluate its independent impact was ever developed (according to our knowledge). Therefore, in this section, we first propose the formal definition of node type distribution that is different from topology. This could be applied to power grids, but can also promote further studies in other similar fields. In network science, a network topology could be characterized by a corresponding adjacency matrix A [24] . For an element A ij of the adjacency matrix, we have:
II. NETWORK TOPOLOGY AND NODES TYPE DISTRIBUTION
1, an edge going from node i to node j; 0, otherwise;
In a weighted network, A ij could be the weight of the corresponding connection via the edge [25] In a complex network, a node with zero input flow is called the source node and a node with zero output flow is the called sink node [22] , [23] . In pure topological analysis [1] , [2] , any node in a network is considered as both a source and a sink node. This could be true for some networks, such as social networks or transportation networks. But it may not be true for some physical networks, such as power grids, where source nodes and sink nodes are just two subsets of all nodes.
Therefore, for a network with a set N (that contains all nodes), whose dimension is N , an N -dimension source node distribution vector can be defined as:
For each element in U S , we have:
An N -dimensional sink node distribution vector is defined by
Therefore, for each element in U D we have
Then a network model Y could be represented as
A characterizes the network topology, while U S and U D indicate the node type distribution. The model, in pure topological analysis terms, can be found in [1] , [2] and is a special case for equation (6) , where all elements in U S are 1 and all elements in U D are 1. For such a network, we can call it a homogenous network; otherwise, where only subsets of N are source or sink nodes, we can call it a heterogeneous network.
To construct a weighted network model for power grids, we need to consider what physical features are considered as the connection weights in the adjacency matrix. However, there are two features of the transmission line that are related to power transmission, i.e., impedance can be used to describe electrical distance and power transmission capacity [13] - [16] . So, for power grids, we can construct two adjacency matrices A B and A P .
For each element in A B we have
, a line connecting i and j; 0, otherwise;
where z ij is the impedance of the line connecting between i and j. For each element in A P we have where P ij is the capacity (power flow limit) of the line connecting between i and j. For each element in U S , U S i is 1 if node i is a generation node. For each element in U D , U D i is 1 if node i is a load node. Therefore, a power grid Y can be indicated as:
A B and A P represent the extended network topology; U S and U D represent the node type distribution.
III. NODE TYPE DISTRIBUTION FACTOR AND DISTANCE DISTRIBUTION
This section is aimed at evaluating the impact of the generation/load layout space, which is independent from network topology. To evaluate the performance of a network, Global Efficiency was first proposed to determine the pure topological analysis [6] . An updated concept is then defined as the net-ability that was proposed for the performance of power grids and by considering physical weights and special rules in electrical engineering [13] , [14] 
G and D are the sets of generator buses and load buses, respectively. N G is the number of generator buses and N D is the number of loads buses. The power transmission capacity C d g is based on the power injection at generation bus g that is withdrawn at load bus d when the first line in all lines connecting g and d reaches its limit P max l [13] , [14] :
where f gd l is the Power Transfer and Distribution Factor (PTDF) for line l when transferring power from g to d. According to the electrical circuit theory, the equivalent impedance Z d g can be expressed as [13] , [14] : (12) where z gg , z gd and z dd are corresponding elements in the impedance matrix (inverse matrix of admittance matrix) of the network.
To quantitatively evaluate the impact of generation/load layout on performance of network Yindicated by (9), we firstly need to construct a benchmark network R:
where all elements in U R S are 1 and all elements in U R D are 1. That means any bus is both a generation bus and a load bus. Then the network Yin equation (9) has the same network topology with R represented by the same A B and A P , but they have different generation/load layout indicated by U S and U D . Then a node type distribution factor ND for network Y can be defined as the relation of net-ability between Y and R:
Because the network topology (A B and A P ) of Y and R are identical, the difference of performance between them is completely caused by generation/load layout. Any node in R is both a generation and a load bus, that means both generation and load are fully distributed in the network. So, network R could be considered as a benchmark. ND could be a factor to indicate how the performance affected by the generation/load layout in Y. Even with two networks Y1 and Y2, whose network topologies and scales may be totally different, by comparing with corresponding different benchmarks R1 and R2 respectively, ND(Y1) andND(Y2) can still be directly compared for their different extents of impact from generation/load layout.
Alternatively, the impact of different generation/load layout can also be reflected by variation in distance features. In a pure topological analysis, the concept of distance is defined as the length of the shortest path between two nodes. The average path length of a network is the average value of distances between any pair of nodes in the network. The reciprocal of distance was the essential element in defining Global Efficiency as network performance [6] . In power grids, an electrical distance was defined as the equivalent impedance between a generation bus and a load bus as shown by equation (12) in [13] , [14] .
In this paper, the following definitions for different average distances are made to study the impact of generation/load layout on the distance features. First, the average distance of benchmark network R is defined as:
The average distance of power grid Yis defined as:
The average distance between any two generation buses and any two load buses are respectively defined as:
The relationship and the local time these distance distributions can be used to study the features of distance affected by node type distribution. For example, the following relations and corresponding impacts can be found: a). D dd Y , the distribution of generation and load buses are quite uneven. The generation buses concentrate as a community and load buses concentrate as a community respectively, but they are far from each other. This is not efficient for power transmission and may be vulnerable for failures between them. c).
, generation buses and load buses all concentrate to a small fraction of the power grid. Although the performance of power transmission may be efficient, a large part of the network may be not fully utilized.
The above-mentioned cases are just some examples; different observations can be made based on specific relations.
Meanwhile, as not all nodes in Y may be the generation buses or load buses, a nodes distribution density for power grid Y can be defined as:
where N GD is the number of nodes as both a generation bus and a load bus. This density is to indicate how many generation-load pairs compared with the maximum possible number in R. NDes (Y) is to compare the power transmission scale and the network scale. For example, in an extreme example with a very large network, there are only one generation bus and one load bus. Then the nodes distribution density is extremely low which means the network scale is not fully utilized and inefficient. In opposite, for network R where any bus is both a generation bus and a load bus, the NDes has the highest value as 1. In designing a power grid, a reasonable density should be considered.
IV. GENERATION BUSES DISTRIBUTION
The siting of the generation nodes were addressed in [20] via complex network approaches. It is undoubted that this is a critical issue in smart grid planning and testing. But some assumptions are not quite consistent with engineering conditions and rules in [20] , such as the line current capacity and the detection of community structure. This section will select top candidate generation buses from network performance perspective or quantify the generation buses distribution compared with a benchmark.
To perform this, we firstly need to define a power supply scheme using a quadruplet as follows:
A power supply scheme is just a scenario that transmit power from a generation bus g to a load bus d. It is related to the concrete positions of g and d, the maximum transmission capacity C d g between them, and the electrical distance Z d g between them. Following the idea of net-ability [13] , [14] , the performance index for a specific power supply scheme can be defined as:
When considering positions of load buses in U D as a given condition, for any bus g ∈ N in the network, the power supply performance index of bus g is defined as the sum of performance from g to all load buses in U D :
To evaluate the generation buses distribution of network Y = {A B , A P , U S , U D }, we consider the load bus set D with their positions in U D and N G (dimension of generation bus set G) as fixed constraints. The solution is to find the top N G candidate buses for generation based on power supply performance. For all buses in set N, we can find the bus corresponding to maximum power supply performance index:
Following that, the identified bus g is removed from N. Then this process will be repeated for N G times to find the top N G buses.
Compared with
, only the elements corresponding to the top N G buses are 1. Then the network topology (A B , A P ), load buses distribution (U D ) and number of generation buses N G for Y and R g are the same. In R g , the top N G buses are selected as generation buses. Therefore, the generation distribution factor metric (GDFM) of Y can be defined as relation of net-ability between Y and R g :
V. POWER SUPPLY REDUNDANCY METRIC
Corresponding to the third issue mentioned in introduction, this section is aimed to analyze power supply performance for load nodes with network topology and generation nodes as given conditions. Reference [19] has concluded that loads need to be homogeneously distributed and decentralized to reduce vulnerability of power grids. However, the relative distribution of generation nodes regarding load nodes was not comprehensively considered and the unequal position of each single load node in power supply was not evaluated.
Considering figure 2 and figure 3 , the capacities and impedances of all lines in these two networks are the same. By reviewing the definition of net-ability in equation (10), the total number of power supply schemes (or the total number of generation and load pairs) are the same for the two networks. Therefore, the network performances evaluated by net-ability for these two networks are the same.
However, it is easy to have an intuitive impression that the case in figure 3 is more reliable than that in figure 2.
In figure 2 , all load buses depend on only one generation bus with no other backup for power supply. Therefore, if the generation bus fails, all these loads will be affected. However, in figure 3, the load has four possible power sources. The failure of one or even more generation buses may not interrupt its power supply as it has a large redundancy. In figure 4 , in both case (a) and (b), the load has two possible generation buses for power supply. The weight of performance index defined in (21) for two power supply schemes are shown in the figure (0.5 and 0.5, 0.1 and 0.9). However, these weights between two power supply schemes in two cases are very different. In case (a), both weights are the same and the power supply to the load depends equally on these two generation buses. But in case (b), the weight for one generation bus is 0.9 and much larger than the other one being 0.1. The power supply to the load bus greatly depends on one generation bus. If this bus fails, the load bus will be much affected. So, power supply redundancy depends on both the number of power sources and the distribution of weights.
From the above discussions, we can see that for one specific load bus, its concrete distribution relations with other generation buses in the network may seriously influence the power supply redundancy for it. To evaluate this, we resort to the concept of entropy to analyze the corresponding redundancy. Entropy has been applied to evaluate the redundancy of paths between a pair of generation and load in [14] . Here we use it to evaluate redundancy in power supply for a specific load bus regarding all generation buses. The entropy for case (a) in figure 4 is higher than case (b), this is consistent with the concept of redundancy as we discussed.
By reconsidering the performance of power supply scheme in equation (21), we can further define the total power supply performance index for a specific load bus d as the sum of performance from all generation nodes to d:
The weight of performance index from a specific power source g to a specific load d can be calculated as:
The power supply redundancy for the specific load bus d based on concept of entropy [13] , [14] can be defined as:
If we select 10 as the base of logarithm in (27) , in figure 2, for any one load bus, there is only one generator connected, so p gd = 1. In the case of figure 3 In principle, the customers in the same power grid should have equal rights for power supply service in terms of quality and security. However, due to their different distribution features regarding generation buses, discrimination must exist in realities. By comparing power supply redundancies of different load buses, we can evaluate if the load buses in the same network have very different power supply service quality and security. From the perspective of the entire network, a discrimination factor can be defined. First, the average power supply redundancy for all load buses is calculated as:
Then the discrimination factor for network Y can be defined by standard deviation as: To clarify the explanation, we take the IEEE-30 bus system as an example which is simple to observe and understand. Y the average distance between generation buses is much smaller than the average distance of the whole network or the average distance between generation and load buses. The structure of the IEEE-30 bus system is shown in figure 5 . It is obvious that the whole network can be divided into two communities. And most generation buses concentrate in the top community with close distance, this is consistent with what mentioned above. From overall perspective, among these 4 testing systems, the IEEE-118 bus system has the best generation/load layout. Its node type distribution factor ND(IEEE-118) = 1.0206 indicates that the generation/load 
Y ≈ D R , the distance distribution is quite even in the whole network. The Italian power grid has the lowest node type distribution factor ND(ITALIAN) = 0.4278, that means its generation/load layout worsen the network performance seriously regarding its original network topology. Table 2 indicates the generation distribution, nodes distribution density and the discrimination factor of these tested systems. For better comparison, the node type distribution factors are also shown in that table.
We still take the IEEE-30 bus system as an example. There are totally 6 generation buses in the system. Their bus IDs are 1, 2, 5, 8, 11, 13. Then by equation (23), the top 6 buses for generation siting are found as bus 6, 4, 22, 12, 10, 2. If the generators of the IEEE-30 bus system are moved to these 6 top buses, then the corresponding benchmark system R g in equation (24) is got. This system is denoted as IEEE-30+ in table II. It is observed that by improving generation distribution, the node type distribution factor ND is greatly increased compared with the IEEE-30 bus system. And furthermore, compared with the IEEE-30 bus system, the discrimination factor of IEEE-30+ is obviously reduced by redistribution of generation buses. From figure 5, we can see that the generation buses concentrate at the top community in IEEE-30 (communities are indicated by dashed circles). The load buses in the top community of course may have better power supply redundancy and reliability. But the load buses at bottom community may not have equal service with similar extent of reliability because they are relatively far from the power sources. The failures of lines at the border between the two communities may seriously threaten the power supply to the loads in the bottom community. However, the generation buses are more evenly distributed in the whole system in IEEE-30+. So, the power supply redundancy and reliability can be remarkably improved for all load buses in terms of high power supply redundancy and low discrimination factor.
Based on the evaluation listed 2 in Table I and Table 2 , among the 4 tested systems, it is obvious that the IEEE-118 system has the best generation distribution with a high GDFM, but the Italian system has a much lower GDFM corresponding to worst generation distribution. Correspondingly, the IEEE-118 system has the smallest discrimination factor DF due to its better generation distribution, and the Italian system has a much larger DF because of its poor generation distribution. It is concluded that among the four tested systems, the IEEE-118 bus system has the best node type distribution, and the Italian power grid has the worst case. Following, this result will be justified and analyzed by community structure, betweenness distribution and power congestion simulation.
Firstly, according to the method in [26] , the IEEE-118 system was partitioned into 3 communities (as shown in figure 6 ) and the Italian power grid was partitioned into 6 communities by electrical coupling strength. The ratio between numbers of generation buses and load buses (N C G /N C D for community c) in each community was calculated. The results for the IEEE-118 system are:
The results for the Italian power grid are:
It can be observed that the ratios of communities in IEEE-118 systems are quite similar, but those in the Italian system are quite different. This has proved that the generation/load layout in the IEEE-118 system is consistent with the tendency of community structures. However, the generation/load layout in the Italian system conflicts with the community structures.
Secondly, betweenness was widely used in assessing the responsibilities of concrete components in structural analysis of power grids [16] , [27] . From perspective of security, if all components have even distribution of betweenness, the system operation may not depend on any specific component seriously. If the node type distribution makes more uneven distribution of betweenness, the power supply security will be worsened. In figure 7 , the red line indicates the betweenness distribution of the IEEE-118 system and the blue line is corresponding to its benchmark system R 118 defined by equation (13) . The horizontal axis is the ranking of line betweenness. For example, 1 on the horizontal FIGURE 7. Betweenness distribution of the IEEE-118 and benchmark system with same topology. The IEEE-118 system has more even distribution due to node type distribution.
axis indicates the line with the largest betweenness value. It can be observed that the betweenness distribution is much evener than its benchmark system. That means the node type distribution has improved the network structure considering security properties. However, figure 8 is the case for the Italian system. The tendency of betweenness distribution is not quite different from its benchmark system. The variance Var of betweenness distribution can be calculated for each system and compared with its benchmark system as:
Compared with the Italian system, the node type distribution of the IEEE-118 system has greatly improved the betweenness distribution with much more reduction of variance.
Thirdly, AC power flow models have been constructed based on MATPOWER for the IEEE30, IEEE118, IEEE300 and Italian systems. Top 5% transmission lines with largest betweenness values were removed step by step. Then the congested power l (P l − P l max ) D (only if P l > P l max ) has been calculated as the ratio between total power higher than the power flow limits P l max for each line and the system total load D.
The results are shown in figure 9 . In figure 9 , it can be observed that from 0% to 4% top lines removed, the IEEE118 system has no power flow higher than limit. But for the Italian system, with the same condition, much more power could be congested, and power supply to more loads could be impacted. The performances of the IEEE30 and IEEE300 systems are between the former two cases. The main reason is that the IEEE118 system has a better node type distribution, so it has better ability to withstand worsened network conditions. These are consistent with the results in TABLE 1 and TABLE 2. According to the evaluations from community structure, betweenness distribution and power congestion simulation, it has been justified that the IEEE-118 system has a much better node type distribution than the Italian system. This is consistent with the results from the metrics proposed in this paper.
VII. CONCLUSION
Previous work has applied the theory of complex networks to analyze networked infrastructure systems including power grids. Recently, complex networks are active in constructing testing models for smart grids or upgrading conventional power grids to smart grids. However, impacts of node types and their distribution have not been considered independently and comprehensively. This paper has summarized three related issues about node type distribution which have not been appropriately addressed in early studies. Then different methods and metrics are designed dedicated for these three issues. To our best knowledge, it is the first time that node type distribution is defined and evaluated independently from network topology. And it is also the first time that the problem of load discrimination is proposed and evaluated. All proposed metrics are from statistical perspective and consistent with dynamic simulation in congested power by removing critical lines. By comprehensive analysis in four power grids with different scales, especially for the IEEE118 and the Italian systems, the proposed metrics have been justified effective in analyzing and evaluating node type distribution. Taking the Italian system as an example, with further development of loads and new energy sources, it would be possible to improve the generation/load layout. Of course, the allocation of power sources depends on a lot of complicated factors, not only structure performance. But the proposed metrics could be integrated in the relevant decision-making process and make the planner aware of this perspective. This can provide a new perspective and make insight in testing and planning models for smart grids.
Furthermore, the value of this paper may not be limited to power grids because many other network systems may also have different types of nodes. Similar metrics could be developed to construct effective analysis framework for other infrastructure systems. In the future, node type distribution can be further studied for their impacts on structure features of cascading failures. And structural analysis for energy storage performance according to generation and load spatial distribution can also be implemented. XIAOLIANG WANG is currently pursuing the Ph.D. degree in electrical engineering with the University of Liverpool, where he is also a postgraduate student. His research interests include complex networks and power system security.
